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there is much evidence that they had. In the eighteenth century, as in
the nineteenth, the worst and filthiest streets, courts and houses had
been those inhabited by the Irish. The Irish quarter of St Giles was
gradually demolished and rebuilt with the effect, it is said, of increasing
die overcrowding in the parts which remained. In 1848 the overcrowd-
ing of Church Street was extreme, owing to the Irish famine and to the
building of New Oxford Street and the demolitions it caused. A house-
to-house investigation by the Statistical Society nevertheless reveals a
state of things which does not equal in horror the glimpses we get of St
Giles in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century. Among the most
overcrowded houses was one in which each adult paid threepence a
night, while a man, his wife and children occupying a bed for a week
paid 33. In this house eleven persons slept in the cellar in three beds -
adults paying threepence a night as in die other rooms. This was the
only house visited in which there were beds in the cellar.128 But in the
reports of 1816-17 we read of forty in a cellar, and of cellars and rooms
being shared with pigs and asses.*
Parts of the old Rookery thus survived — an object-lesson in horrors
that had once been far more general. In the eighteenth century, at least
from the building of Westminster Bridge, many courts, alleys and
crumbling houses inhabited by thieves and beggars had succumbed to
Improvement Acts and gradual rebuilding. Place writes in 1826 that
much had been done within his memory
... in the destruction of several of the most dirty, wretched and miscreant
neighbourhoods. In a few years from this time it will hardly be believed that
an immense number of houses were built in narrow courts and close lanes,
each house being at least three stories and many of them four stories above
the ground floor. That in these courts and lanes the dirt and filth used to
accumulate in heaps and was but seldom removed, that many of these tall
houses had two, three and sometimes four rooms on a floor, and that from
mthe garrets to the cellars a family lived or starved in each room. Circulation
of air was out of the question, the putrid effluvia was always stagnant in these
places, and had not London been in other respects a healthy place, the plague
must still have continued among us.129
All the causes of ill-healdi arising from bad sanitary conditions
enumerated in 1838 by the medical officers of the London parishes109
* See the account of the Irish in St Giles in Chapter 3.

